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KeyMessages

When Republicans took over the House in January 2023, they promised the American people real
investigations and real oversight. Instead, beginning on day one Jim Jordan, James Comer, Kevin
McCarthy, and their MAGA colleagues unleashed a series of partisan political stunts designed to
hurt President Biden and increase their own power. Six months later, these investigations have
failed to produce any evidence – not a single shred – of wrongdoing by the President. They have
made false charges which they have repeatedly been forced to admit were untrue, relied on
conspiracy theories, and condoned violence and white supremacists. They have shown they don't
have the credibility to do real investigations and have been roundly criticized for their failures.
Even Fox News hosts and commentators have criticized Comer and Jordan for continuing their
sham investigations.
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They would rather push their extreme MAGA agenda than focus on the issues keeping Americans
up at night, like addressing the economy, gun violence, and health care. Theyʼre spending their
time chasing conspiracy theories instead of legislating. MAGA Republicans have the wrong
priorities, pursuing political stunts at the expense of the American people.

Weʼre six months into these partisan political stunts posing as investigations, and what do MAGA
Republicans have to show for it? Absolutely nothing. The President's reputation is untouched and
Comerʼs and Jordanʼs reputations are in tatters.
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Not only have House Republicans failed to turn up any evidence in their conspiratorial
investigations, but they have also failed to do any actual legislating. The MAGA House has
completely lacked substance, instead favoring meaningless posturing.

Over six months, the House GOP has passed over 150 bills and resolutions, many with
absolutely no chance of passing, just to push the MAGA agenda. Itʼs time for Congress to
put Americansʼ priorities first.

76% of Republicans who do not identify with the MAGA label would rather have Congress
focus on solving the real issues facing our country. Instead, Republicans in Congress are
focused on pursuing their political stunts – and getting airtime on right wing television.

Between May 1 and June 30 alone, @JamesComer made 91 appearances on right wing
television and radio or podcast programs, totaling nearly 13 hours of air time for his
conspiracy theories and disinformation.

Where were @JamesComer and other MAGA Republicans during the Trump
administration? At every turn, they looked the other way when corruption took place
from inside the White House. The American people deserve better.

Even as Trump is facing a combined 71 felony counts between the Florida documents
case and the 34 counts from his case in Manhattan, MAGA Republicans in Congress have
made clear they will stand with him nomatter the facts.



Make no mistake: @SpeakerMcCarthy, @JamesComer, @Jim_Jordan, and the other MAGA
Republicans in the House have spent the last six months caring more about scoring
points with their far-right base than actually seeking out the truth. What do we have to
look forward to for the next six months?
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